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When it comes to creating a marketing strategy, buyer personas are one of the most popular elements
that brands start with. Research convincingly shows that using marketing personas helps businesses
drive traffic, generate leads, and ultimately increase revenue. This approach is the ideal starting point
for organizations that are looking to improve their marketing operations.
Personas provide marketers with a deep understanding of buyer needs and behaviors. By leveraging these
insights, you can develop an informed digital marketing strategy and effectively penetrate your target prospects.
However, only about only about 44% of B2B marketers are taking advantage of this powerful approach,
and just a fraction of those professionals believe that they’re employing it effectively.

Image source: http://www.itsma.com/pdfs/research/ITSMAPersonasandB2I_AbbSum.pdf
Whether you’re just getting started with your first set of personas, or you already have some experience,
these10 tips will help you create better customer avatars.
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1. Understand How Personas Work
One of the reasons that marketers struggle with implementing personas is because they don’t understand
how they work. To start reaping the benefits of this tactic, you must know what personas are and how
they can impact your marketing strategy.
According to Tony Zambito, a leading subject matter expert, “Buyer personas are research-based archetypal
(modeled) representations of who buyers are, what they are trying to accomplish, what goals drive their
behavior, how they think, how they buy, and why they make buying decisions”. Zambito adds that a buyer
persona should also help clarify where and when consumers act.
Marketing Personas are an invaluable tool, as they can help you determine how to influence and convert
your target customer. For example, companies often use customer avatars when determining blog topics,
and social content.
By analyzing customer traits and buyer behaviors, you can adjust your strategy and create catered content
that resonates with your audience. With this approach, you can also leverage market data and purchasing
behavior to determine the appropriate level and type of interaction for each segment.

2. Determine How Many Personas You Need
There is no golden rule when it comes to how many marketing personas you should create. Rather, you must
determine what works best for your business.
You should certainly have enough personas to cover your various audience segments. However, if you create
too many, you will most likely waste time formulating unique messages for personas that have identical needs.
Start by creating personas that represent your largest customer segments. If you are targeting multiple
verticals, you should have a buyer persona for each industry. As you continue to learn more about your
audience, you can produce additional personas to cover the smaller audiences within your customer base.
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3. Assess Each Persona’s
Recognizing the roles that your targets play in their organization’s decision-making process is critical
for effective persona development. It will not only help you when outlining each persona’s buying cycle,
but it will also help you develop the right messages and content that inspires action.
For example, if one of your personas covers operatives in an executive or upper management position,
they are likely the sole decisionmaker at their company. Therefore, you must supply them with high-quality,
technical content that clearly relays your company’s value proposition.
On the other hand, if you are communicating with a lower-level employee, make sure you’re providing
them with the information they need to convince their superiors to adopt your solution.
It is important to include positions or titles in each persona profile. Cintell’s report shows that organizations
that exceed their annual revenue goals are more likely to feature the persona’s role in the buying process,
along with their motivators, goals, and challenges.

Image source: http://www.marketingprofs.com/charts/2015/29050/b2b-buyer-personas-top-challengestactics-and-uses Original image source: http://cintell.net/2016-benchmark
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4. Recognize Fears and Challenges
Fears and pain-points are key factors in the decision-making process. Consider common objections that may
arise and factors that might keep customers from converting. If your persona profile is precise, you should
be able to anticipate prospect objections and be ready to proactively provide solutions.
Also, be sure to familiarize yourself with your competitor’s products or services, as your targets will most likely
evaluate multiple options. This will allow you to speak to the differences and highlight the unique advantages
of your solution.
Ideally, a situation in which a customer presents an objection or fear offers the possibility to educate them
and move them further down the buying funnel. If you know your personas well, you should be prepared
to turn this type of situation in your favor.

5. Clarify Drivers and Motivators

Image source: http://b2bleadblog.com/images/2014/12/persona-example.png
To successfully appeal to customers, you must understand the psychology behind how your target customers
make buying decisions. This means not only knowing what the prospect is doing, but also why they are doing it.
Be sure to include your customers’ goals, what they want to accomplish, and their journey to finding
your business. Leveraging these drivers will help you deliver relevant content that speaks to your customers’
emotional needs.
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6. Define Organizational Goals and Priorities
Fears and pain-points are key factors in the decision-making process. Consider common objections that may
arise and factors that might keep customers from converting. If your persona profile is precise, you should
be able to anticipate prospect objections and be ready to proactively provide solutions.
Also, be sure to familiarize yourself with your competitor’s products or services, as your targets will most likely
evaluate multiple options. This will allow you to speak to the differences and highlight the unique advantages
of your solution.
Ideally, a situation in which a customer presents an objection or fear offers the possibility to educate them
and move them further down the buying funnel. If you know your personas well, you should be prepared
to turn this type of situation in your favor.

7. Map out the Buying Journeys of Your Personas
Once you have completed the above steps, you should be able to map the stages of your personas’ buyer
journeys. This map reflects how your target customer’s questions, needs, wants, and objections changes
as they progress in their buyer journeys.
IBM’s ‘Customer Journey Maps and Buyer Personas: The Modern Tool Kit for Marketing’ whitepaper is a great
resource for persona mapping. When creating your map, be sure to consider the various factors that influence
each persona’s decision, the type of information they require at stage in the journey, and the best channels
and tactics to reach them at each step. As you collect more information about your customers, you can update
your maps to reflect any new findings.

Image source: https://www.ibm.com/watson/marketing-automation
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8.

Obtain Relevant Information
About Your Buyer Personas

To create a framework that increases sales, you need reliable and accurate data. Here are several ways you can
collect information that informs your persona-creation process:

Send Out Surveys to Customers and Prospects: Surveys are non-invasive and can be easily
included in your email campaigns. Formulate questions for your customers or prospects
that will help you collect accurate data.

Conduct Interviews with Customers and Prospects: Although interviews are more aggressive
(from your customers’ point of view) and time-consuming than other data collection tactics,
they provide insightful information that can only be collected using this approach. It is critical
that you talk with a wide-range of customers to ensure that you are encompassing all buying
scenarios and target markets. Hubspot’s list of 20 questions to ask during a customer interview
is a great resource to help you get started with conducting these conversations.

Talk to Your Sales and Support Teams: Internal interviews can also provide context about
customers. Your sales teams are regularly interacting with customers, so they should know exactly
what your persona’s challenges, questions, and drivers are. It’s crucial that you leverage their
feedback. Probe them to learn more about the different people they communicate with to inform
your marketing personas.

Review and Analyze CRM Data: Your customer relationship management (CRM) system
is an≈invaluable resource. It contains plenty of behavioral information concerning purchasing
patterns and times as well as pre-purchasing communication, decision-making points
and processes, and more.

Get Insights From Google Analytics: Leveraging Google Analytics will provide you with valuable
information. The tool provides insights ranging from basic data points, such as the devices visitors
are using and the demographics and location of your audience, to more in-depth information such
as social details and interests.
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9. Create Your Buyer Personas
At this point, you are well on your way to creating your marketing personas. Now that you’ve gathered
the necessary information, it’s time to create a thorough customer description. To organize the information,
you can either use the various templates that are available online (here’s one by Hubspot and another
one by Stephen Bateman) or design your own. The idea is that this template will help you to develop tangible
profiles that anyone in your organization can use to better understand your target customers.

Image source: http://static.ow.ly/docs/B2B%20Buyer%20Persona%20Canvas_2Ljm.pdf
You should share drafts of the personas with your sales, marketing, and support teams as well as other
key people in your organization, as they will be using these personas and might have valuable feedback.
Once you’ve agreed on your personas, it’s imperative that you periodically update them.
Depending on how dynamic your industry is you should review your personas at least once or twice a year.
This way, you can take advantage of emerging trends and keep your framework relevant.
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10. Default to Using the Personas Created
A well-researched profile of target customers backed with reliable data, should quickly yield results.
The only way to test that is to start using your personas. Here are a few ways in which you can do that:
Start creating content that addresses the needs, wants, fears, challenges, as well as the drivers
and motivators of each persona. Include tangible solutions to their unique situation and use language
that is appropriate to the stage they are at.

Create specific content to move prospects further down the funnel. Personalized email
campaigns are an effective way to target the various personas at each step in the buying process.
To fine- tune your approach, make sure collect data as your targets progress on their journey.

Create dynamic landing pages on your website that are specifically tailored to each of your customer
segments. The language and visual elements on each page should speak to the specific persona
you’re targeting.

Marketing Personas are the First Step
to Creating a Customer-Centric Business
Customer-centricity has become a fundamental business requirement. Therefore, businesses can’t afford
overlook marketing personas. Creating detailed profiles can help you better understand your customers
and find the right ways to communicate with them. This in turn is will increase your marketing ROI, and,
ultimately, your bottom line.
Given that your buyer personas are critical to marketing success, you might want to engage a professional team
to ensure that they are effective. Get in touch if you think you can benefit from getting specialized help creating
a set of personas for your organization.
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